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ABSTRACT We have studied lipid lateral phase separation (LPS) in the intact sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) membrane and in
bilayers of isolated SR membrane lipids as a function of temperature, [Mg+2J, and degree of hydration. Lipid LPS was
observed in both the intact membrane and in the bilayers of isolated SR lipids, and the LPS behavior of both systems was
found to be qualitatively similar. Namely, lipid LPS occurs only at relatively low temperature and water content, independently
of the IMg+21, and the upper characteristic temperature (th) for lipid LPS for both the membrane and bilayers of its isolated
lipids coincide to within a few degrees. However, at similar temperatures, isolated lipids show more LPS than the lipids in the
intact membrane. Lipid LPS in the intact membrane and in bilayers of the isolated lipids is fully reversible, and more extensive
for samples partially dehydrated at temperatures below t,. Our previous x-ray diffraction studies established the existence of
a temperature-induced transition in the profile structure of the sarcoplasmic reticulum Ca+2ATPase which occurs at a
temperature corresponding to the [Mg+2J-dependent upper characteristic temperature for lipid LPS in the SR membrane.
Furthermore, the functionality of the ATPase, and in particular the lifetime of the first phosphorylated enzyme conformation
(E1 - P) in the Ca+2 transport cycle, were also found to be linked to the occurrence of this structural transition. The hysterisis
observed in lipid LPS behavior as a function of temperature and water content provides a possible explanation for the more
efficient transient trapping of the enzyme in the E1 - P conformation observed in SR membranes partially dehydrated at
temperatures below th. The observation that LPS behavior for the intact SR membrane and bilayers of isolated SR lipids (no
protein present) are qualitatively similar strongly suggests that the LPS behavior of the SR membrane lipids is responsible for
the observed structural change in the Ca+2ATPase and the resulting significant increase in E1 - P lifetime for temperatures
below th.
INTRODUCTION
Previous x-ray diffraction studies of the sarcoplasmic
reticulum (SR)' membrane from our laboratory revealed
the existence of a temperature-induced structural transi-
tion in the rotationally averaged profile structure of the
Ca 2ATPase protein, and established a correlation be-
tween the upper characteristic temperature for lateral
phase separation (1) of the membrane lipids, th, and the
temperature at which the structural transition in the
protein was observed (2, 3). The temperature-induced
changes observed in the lamellar diffraction and corre-
sponding profile structure of the SR membrane at low
[Mg+2] are illustrated, for example, in Fig. 1 (3). These
studies related the occurrence of the structural transition
in the protein to significant changes in its Ca'2-transport
function, as manifested, for example, in a significant
extension below the transition temperature of the lifetime
'Abbreviations used in this paper: E, - P, first phosphorylated enzyme
intermediate in the Ca'2 transport cycle of the Ca+2ATPase protein; I,
diffracted x-ray intensity function; LPS, lateral phase separation; r*, z*,
relevant reciprocal space coordinates; SR, sarcoplasmic reticulum; th,
upper characteristic temperature for lipid lateral phase separation; 20,
Bragg diffraction angle.
of the first phosphorylated enzyme intermediate, E1 - P,
in the Ca+2 transport cycle of the SR. This is illustrated in
Fig. 2 (4). Our conclusions concerning the functional
relevance of these structural changes observed in the
membrane were further supported by our study of the
effect of [Mg+21 on the profile structure of the SR
membrane, the value of th, and the kinetics of Ca+2
uptake by the SR system (3).
By studying the effects of several different physico-
chemical parameters on the lateral phase separation
(LPS) behavior of the lipids in the intact SR membrane,
we expected to be able to firmly establish the existence of
a relation between the behavior of the lipids and the
structure and functionality of the Ca+2ATPase, the latter
measured by the kinetics of ATP-induced Ca+2 uptake.
We had previously studied the kinetics of Ca+2 uptake by
both multilayers (relatively low water content) and vesic-
ular dispersions (relatively high water content) of SR
membranes (3, 4), and found some differences that we
attributed to changes in the degree of hydration of the
membranes. Our previous studies on the influence of
different physico-chemical parameters on the LPS behav-
ior of the lipids in the intact SR membrane (3) did not
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FIGURE 1 (A) Typical lamellar diffraction I(z*) for temperatures
above and below th for LPS from partially dehydrated (88% relative
humidity), oriented multilayers of SR vesicles at -100MuM [Mg"2]. The
numbered arrows indicate the approximate positions of lamellar Bragg
orders for the disordered multilayer lattice. Diffraction maxima at
higher values of z* arise as a result from the unsampled unit cell profile
structure factor. (B) Step-function electron density models of the SR
membrane profile, corresponding to continuous electron density profiles
(13 A resolution) calculated directly from the lamellar intensity
functions shown in Fig. 1 A. Changes occur throughout the membrane
profile including the region of the membrane outside the lipid bilayer
(steps 1-5) containing the headpiece of the Ca"2 ATPase. See reference
3 for details.
include a study of the effect of water content, and it is a
well established fact that hydration profoundly affects the
structure and physical state of phospholipids (5, 6). Fur-
thermore, this previous work could not establish a causal
relationship between the observed LPS and the changes
observed in the structure and functionality of the
Ca 2ATPase. Therefore, it appeared that through a
FIGURE 2 Typical Ca'2 uptake kinetics for SR vesicular dispersions
(A), and oriented multilayers (B), as a function of temperature. Two
distinct, temperature dependent kinetic phases of Ca'2 uptake can be
observed. The most obvious difference between the results obtained for
dispersions and multilayers at equivalent temperature is the duration of
the plateau (corresponding to transient trapping of Ca'2ATPase in its
first phosphorylated conformation, E, - P) after the initial fast phase
and before the second, slow phase. See reference 4 for details.
comparative study of the LPS behavior in the intact SR
membrane and in bilayers of isolated SR lipids (in the
absence of protein), some insight could be gained concern-
ing the role that the lipids, the Ca+2ATPase protein, and
lipid-protein interactions play in the behavior of the intact
membrane.
In this paper we report the results of our study of the
effect of temperature, [Mg+2], and water content on the
lipid LPS behavior in bilayers of isolated SR lipids as
compared with those for the intact SR membrane, and
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discuss possible implications based on our results concern-
ing the effect of protein-lipid interactions on the Ca 2
transport function of the Ca+2ATPase.
METHODS
Preparation of SR membranes and
isolated SR lipids
Vesicular dispersions of SR membranes were prepared from albino
rabbit hind leg muscle (7). The SR preparation was purified by sucrose
density gradient centrifugation as described previously (8). Purified
vesicles were stored at -700C, suspended in a buffer (pH 6.85) that
contained 100 mM KCI, 2 mM Trisma-maleate, and 10mM MgCl2, (or
no Mg+2 salt for the low [Mg+21 studies). Typical concentrations for
these SR dispersions were -10 mg of protein/mL. For the x-ray
diffraction experiments, oriented multilayers of SR vesicles were pre-
pared as described previously (9). Concentrated vesicular dispersions,
suitable for x-ray diffraction studies were prepared by placing a small
volume (-40 ,uL) of the purified SR dispersion inside an x-ray glass
capillary tube (diam 1.5 mm), and centrifuging it at 10,000 g for 90 min
in a plastic cell designed to support the fragile capillary tubes.
SR lipids were isolated from the purified SR membrane vesicular
dispersions after a somewhat simplified version of a standard protocol
(10). After the final lipid extract in chloroform-methanol was obtained,
the solvent was evaporated to dryness under a stream of nitrogen, the
lipids were resuspended in the same buffer used for the SR vesicular
dispersions, and were stored under nitrogen at -200C. The isolated
lipids were analyzed by two-dimensional thin layer chromatography
(1 1), and the composition of the SR lipid extract agrees with what has
been reported previously (12), namely, -68% phosphatidyl choline,
--16% phophatidyl ethanolamine, -9% phosphatidyl inositol, --2%
phosphatidyl serine, and -2% sphingomyelin (the lipid extracts also
contained a small amount of cholesterol and other unidentified neutral
lipids). For x-ray diffraction studies, the aqueous lipid dispersions were
thawed and briefly sonicated, and then used to prepare concentrated
vesicular dispersions or oriented multilayers of partially dehydrated
vesicles.
X-Ray diffraction experiments
For the x-ray diffraction experiments a GX-13 rotating anode x-ray
generator (Marconi Avionics, Ltd., Borenhamwood, England) was used
to produce an x-ray beam (Cu K01) that was line-focused via Frank
optics (13) with a 20-cm long Ni-coated quartz mirror, and further
focused to a point (65 cm away from the specimen) with a cylindrically
bent, asymmetrically cut Ge ( 11) monochromator crystal. Diffraction
patterns were recorded with a two-dimensional, position-sensitive propor-
tional counter (Nicolet Instruments Co., Madison, WI) interfaced to a
dedicated computer (Cadmus Computer Systems, Inc., Lowell, MA).
Different specimen-to-detector distances were used for the experiments.
In all cases the doubly convergent x-ray beam cross-section was reduced
using both defining- and guard-slits until the direct beam, as seen by the
detector, was a point with size limited by the detector's resolution (-800
M4m2). Specimen to detector distances (through He-filled flight tubes)
were 36 cm for recording of "low" angle diffraction (20 s 100; x-ray
beam at grazing incidence with respect to the surface of multilayer
samples, or in transmission for concentrated vesicular dispersion sam-
ples), and 5.6 cm for recording of "high" angle diffraction (20 < 450; in
transmission). For some experiments, both high and low angle diffrac-
tion data from the same multilayer sample were collected. In those
cases, the multilayers were mounted such that a simple rotation allowed
the recording of both types of diffraction with a minimum rearrange-
ment of the remainder of the experimental set-up.
All samples were mounted in a temperature-controlled specimen
chamber. During the x-ray experiment the temperature was scanned
after a procedure analogous to that described before (3). The water
content in the multilayer samples (prepared from either SR membranes
or isolated SR lipids) was controlled (under sealed conditions) via the
use of saturated salt solutions, or using a steady flow of moist He
(equilibrated with a saturated salt solution or water). To study the effect
of the degree of hydration on the LPS behavior of intact SR membranes
and bilayers of isolated membrane lipids, wet samples, sedimented on
aluminum foil and mounted in a special support, were placed in the
specimen chamber. "Low" angle (at grazing incidence) and "high"
angle (in transmission) diffraction patterns were collected as the
samples evolved through the partial dehydration process, and eventually
formed oriented multilayers of stacked, flattened vesicles at equilibrium.
In the case of diffraction patterns recorded from samples with relatively
high water content (such as concentrated vesicular dispersions or wet
multilayers), scattering from the buffer in which the sample was
prepared was recorded. The scattering from the buffer was, in some
cases, properly scaled and subtracted from the diffraction patterns to
facilitate their interpretation. All the results reported here concerning
the effect of degree of hydration on lipid LPS, as well as the conclusions
that follow from them, depend only on relative changes in water content.
Absolute water contents are not reported in every case, but the range
studied included from the very high water content in "concentrated"
vesicular dispersions and "wet" multilayers (-80% w/w), to the
relatively low water content (-25-30% w/w) in partially dehydrated SR
multilayers.
All two-dimensional diffraction patterns were corrected using a
two-dimensional correction algorithm to compensate for nonuniformi-
ties in detector sensitivity. After correction, the patterns were integrated
to reduce them to one-dimensional functions used for further analysis. In
the case of lamellar diffraction patterns, obtained at grazing incidence
from multilayer samples formed by stacked flattened vesicles and
showing a significant degree of orientation, an angular integration
algorithm was used to integrate the intensity of the arc-shaped lamellar
reflections over the mosaic spread (layer misorientation) of the sample.
This resulted in one-dimensional lamellar intensity functions
I(r* = 0, z*), where r* and z* are reciprocal space coordinates for the
cylindrically symmetric multilayers (14). In the case of transmission
diffraction patterns with total angular symmetry (such as those arising
from concentrated vesicular dispersion samples, or equatorial diffraction
from oriented multilayers with the x-ray beam incident normal to the
layer planes), the symmetric patterns were angularly integrated over
3600 to obtain one-dimensional intensity functions I(r*) and
I(r*, z* = 0), respectively (14). All the resulting one-dimensional data
were transfered to a VAX 11-750 computer (Digital Equipment Corp.,
Westboro, MA) used for further analysis.
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Intact SR membranes
Vesicular dispersions of SR: temperature
and [Mg+2] dependence of lipid chain
diffraction at high water content
Highly concentrated vesicular dispersions of SR mem-
branes (prepared by sedimenting a dispersion of SR
vesicles inside an x-ray glass capillary tube) were used to
study the dependence on temperature (between - 20 and
180C) and [Mg+2] (-40 ,uM and 10 mM Mg+2) of the
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diffraction arising from the packing of lipid alkyl chains
in the plane of the membrane. For these spherically
symmetric samples, broad, angularly symmetric dif-
fracted intensity was observed for 100 < 20 < 500. At
higher diffraction angle, the patterns are dominated by
the scattering from the buffer in which the SR vesicles
were suspended. Diffraction from the lipid chain packing
in the membrane plane can be observed only as a weak,
broad ring at somewhat lower diffraction angle riding on
the broader, much more intense water scattering peak.
Scattering from the buffer was recorded by lowering the
sample so that only the buffer remaining on top of the
sedimented vesicles intersected the x-ray beam. By sub-
stracting this background scattering (after proper scal-
ing), it is possible to observe a pattern consisting of two
broad, ring-like reflections. Background-substracted one-
dimensional intensity functions Ic(r*) obtained by angu-
lar integration over 3600 of two-dimensional patterns
obtained from a typical sample with low [Mg+2] (-40
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,uM), equilibrated at several different temperatures, are
shown in Fig. 3. Identical results were obtained for
samples with higher (10 mM) [Mg+2]. In these patterns,
the first peak at smaller r* corresponds to a mean Bragg
spacing of 1/10 A-' and arises from the packing of
a-helices in the protein (15). The second, broader peak at
larger r* corresponds to a mean Bragg spacing of - 1/4.5
A-' and arises from the packing of lipid chains in the
membrane plane. Melted lipid chains with a highly
disordered liquid-like distribution in the membrane plane
will give rise to a broad, symmetric peak, such as that
observed in Fig. 3 A.
At the relatively high water content characteristic of
these "concentrated" vesicular dispersion samples, varia-
tions in temperature within the range studied do not
induce significant changes in the diffraction arising from
the packing of the lipid chains in the membrane plane.
The chains remain in a smectic, liquid-crystalline state.
None of the diffraction patterns show evidence of the lipid
1/4.5A-l
.1.
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FIGURE 3 (A) One-dimensional intensity functions Ih(r*) obtained from high angle diffraction patterns arising from a concentrated dispersion of
unilamellar SR vesicles at low [Mg+2] (-40 AM) as a function of temperature. See text for details. (B) One-dimensional intensity functions
I,(r*, z* = 0) obtained from high angle, equatorial diffraction patterns arising from a partially dehydrated (88% relative humidity), oriented
multilayer of flattened SR vesicles at low [Mg"2] (-100 AM) as a function of temperature. See text for details.
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LPS that would result from the presence of domains of
"frozen" lipid chains arranged in a hexagonal lattice in
the plane of the membrane (1). The presence of frozen
lipid chains would give rise to a sharper reflection with a
larger mean radius, corresponding to a Bragg spacing
closer to -1/4.2 A-1. To contrast these results with what
would be observed for a sample where lipid LPS had
occurred, the patterns presented in Fig. 3 A can be
compared with those presented in Fig. 3 B, that corre-
spond to equatorial diffraction patterns from a partially
dehydrated, oriented SR multilayer, where the water
content is significantly lower. In this case, a significant
degree of LPS is observed at lower temperature, as
evidenced by the marked asymmetry of the lipid chain
diffraction peak due to the presence of a sharp peak
(corresponding to a Bragg spacing of -1/4.2 A- 1),
arising from two-dimensionally crystalline domains of
"frozen," lateral phase separated lipid chains.
Oriented multilayers of SR: temperature
and [Mg+2J dependence of LPS at low
water content
As we reported previously (2, 3), for partially dehydrated,
oriented SR multilayers, lateral phase separation of the
membrane lipids is observed (see Fig. 3 B). The upper
characteristic temperature for LPS, th, shows a clear
dependence on the [Mg+2]. At high [Mg+2] (-25 mM), th
for LPS of the membrane lipids is .20-30C, and for low
[Mg+2] (- 100 ,uM), th has a value of -8°-1 0OC.
Oriented multilayers of SR: LPS as a
function of degree of hydration at
constant T< th
Because the preceeding results had indicated that LPS of
the SR membrane lipids is observed at relatively low
water content (partially dehydrated multilayers), and
that LPS does not occur in SR vesicular dispersions
(relatively high water content), it seemed important to
study the LPS behavior as a function of water content in
the SR samples. This was achieved by following the
evolution of both lamellar and equatorial diffraction from
SR samples as they were partially dehydrated at a
constant temperature, lower than that previously ob-
served to correspond to the upper characteristic tempera-
ture (th) for LPS of the membrane lipids (2, 3) at
relatively low water content. The samples, that started as
vesicular dispersions, were either equilibrated with a
saturated salt solution under sealed conditions, or exposed
to a steady flow of moist He at constant relative humidity.
In this way, the samples were partially dehydrated until
they formed equilibrated, oriented multilayers.
A set of one-dimensional intensity functions obtained
by integration of two-dimensional equatorial and lamellar
diffraction patterns collected from a sample with progres-
sively lower water content is shown in Fig. 4. During
partial dehydration the temperature of the sample was
kept constant at 2.2 ± 0.20C, and the [Mg+2] was -100
,uM (similar results were obtained when the [Mg+2] was
higher). Initially (Fig. 4 B, time = 00:42 h), the low
angle diffraction (20 < 100) is rather featureless, and
resembles that from a spherically symmetric dispersion of
swollen unilamellar vesicles (16). The higher angle diffrac-
tion (100 < 20 < 500) shows a very intense, broad water
peak, with a small shoulder on the low angle side,
corresponding to the lipid chain diffraction (Fig. 4 A,
time = 00:14 h). Subtraction of the water scattering,
scaled such that the intensity of the remaining water
scattering is roughly equivalent to that in the partially
dehydrated multilayer, reveals a broad, symmetric lipid
chain diffraction peak corresponding to a mean Bragg
spacing of - 1/4.5 A` (dotted line in Fig. 4 A) character-
istic of melted lipid chains in a liquid crystalline state (5).
As the dehydration progresses, the low angle diffraction
shows that the sample starts to show some degree of order
and orientation, as the vesicles start to collapse and form
stacks (Fig. 4 B, time = 02:37 h). During this time the
high angle patterns show a progressively weaker water
scattering (Fig. 4 A, time = 01:33 h). Again, subtraction
of the scaled water scattering reveals a lipid chain
diffraction peak characteristic of melted lipid chains
(dotted line). The time at which the bulk water peak
virtually disappears coincides with the time when lamel-
lar reflections are first observable in the low angle
diffraction pattern. When the lamellar reflections can be
distinguished, the lamellar periodicity of the sample can
be measured. A General Fourier Synthesis Deconvolution
Method of analysis (17) was used to analyze one-
dimensional lamellar intensity functions I,(r* = 0, z*)
obtained from the original integrated intensity functions
I(r* = 0, z*) after subtraction of a piece-wise continuous
exponential approximation to the lamellar background
scattering, and application of a Lorentz correction of z*
(18). This analysis shows that after the lamellar reflec-
tions first appear the multilayer sample continues to lose
water. There is a significant change in periodicity (15-
20% of final periodicity) from the time when the lamellar
reflections are first observed, to the time when the sample
reaches its final equilibrium periodicity (Fig. 4 B,
time = 04:38 h), that for our experimental conditions
was typically -190 A. At this point, the equatorial lipid
chain diffraction consists of an asymmetric peak, with a
sharp component corresponding to a mean Bragg spacing
of -1/4.2 A-' superimposed on the broad chain diffrac-
tion peak at -1/4.5 A-1 (Fig. 4 A, time = 04:19 h). This
is an indication of the presence of domains of "frozen,"
lateral phase separated lipid chains occurring over the
membrane plane (5).
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FIGURE 4 (A) One-dimensional intensity functions I(r*, z* = 0) obtained from high angle, equatorial diffraction patterns arising from an
ultracentrifuged pellet of SR vesicles collected while the pellet was undergoing partial dehydration in a sealed cannister. The relative humidity was
controlled using a saturated KCI solution (relative humidity 88% at OOC), and the temperature of the sample was maintained at 2.50C. The times in the
figure indicate the time at which data collection was initiated (the beginning of partial dehydration was taken as time 00:00, and all patterns
correspond to 600 s of data collection). The broader, more intense peak in the top (solid line) pattern (00:14 h), arises from the bulk water present in
the wet sample. After subtraction of the water scattering background, the diffraction arising from lipid chain packing in the plane of the membrane
can be observed more easily (dotted line pattern). See text for details. (B) One-dimensional intensity functions I(z*), obtained from the corresponding
lamellar diffraction arising from the same sample from which the equatorial diffraction patterns in Fig. 4 A were collected. See text for details.
It is interesting to note that when the lamellar reflec-
tions first appear (Fig. 4 B, time = 02:37 h), the third
and fourth orders have comparable intenssties (we have
found previously that this is always the case for partially
dehydrated multilayers that do not present any LPS)
(2, 3). Examination of the equatorial diffraction patterns
in Fig. 4 A indicates that at this time only a broad,
symmetric equatorial lipid chain diffraction peak, indica-
tive of the absence of LPS is present. At this stage, the
samples have lamellar periodicities of -220-230 A. As
the sample loses more water the equatorial lipid chain
diffraction shows at first an asymmetry in the shape of the
original broad peak, and then the appearance of a sharper
peak on the high angle side of the original broad peak.
The sharper peak (centered at -1/4.2 A-1) arises from
ordered domains of frozen lipid chains packed in a
hexagonal lattice in the membrane plane, and coinciding
with the appearance of diffraction from the frozen lipid
chains, the lamellar intensity functions show a change in
the ratio of the intensity of the third- and fourth-order
reflections (the third-order reflection becomes stronger
than the fourth-order), a phenomenon that we have
always found to occur as the membrane lipids start to
phase separate (3).
To summarize, for these SR multilayer samples equili-
brated at temperatures below the th value for LPS of the
membrane lipids, no LPS is observed as long as the
sample has a relatively high water content. This agrees
with our observation of no LPS in concentrated disper-
sions of SR vesicles. As the samples evolve through the
process of partial dehydration, the vesicles eventually
collapse and stack; the membrane lipids start to phase
separate only after the water content in the samples is
reduced further.
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Studies on bilayers of isolated
SR lipids
Vesicular dispersions of isolated SR
lipids: temperature and [Mg+2]
dependence of lipid chain diffraction at
high water content
In general, the results obtained for concentrated vesicular
dispersions of isolated SR lipids are similar to the results
obtained for vesicular dispersions of intact SR mem-
branes. Integrated intensity functions, Ic(r*), obtained
after subtraction of the scaled water scattering for an
isolated lipid vesicular dispersion sample with low [Mg+2]
(-40 AM) at 00 and 200C are shown in Fig. 5 A. As
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FIGURE 5 (A) One-dimensional intensity functions I,(r*) obtained
from high angle diffraction patterns arising from a concentrated
dispersion of vesicles of isolated SR lipids. Both intensity functions arise
from the same sample ([Mg"2] -40 MM), equilibrated at the tempera-
ture indicated. See text for details. (B) Intensity functions I(r*)
corresponding to the lower angle diffraction from a concentrated
dispersion of vesicles of isolated SR lipids at two different [Mg"2]. See
text for details.
observed for intact SR membrane vesicles, at the rela-
tively high water content that characterizes these vesicu-
lar dispersions, variations in temperature within the range
studied do not induce significant changes in the diffrac-
tion from the lipid chain packing in the bilayer plane.
There is no indication in the diffraction patterns of the
occurrence of lipid LPS. This is true for both of the
[Mg+2] studied. Notice that the lower angle peak arising
from the protein a-helices is of course absent in the
patterns obtained from vesicular dispersions of isolated
lipids.
Whereas the lipid chain diffraction does not show any
significant dependence on the [Mg+2], the same is not
true for the "low angle" (20 < 100) diffraction. Examina-
tion of the two-dimensional diffraction patterns indicates
that they are angularly symmetric over 3600, as would be
expected from vesicular dispersions. However, for high
[Mg+2], a sharp, intense ring corresponding to a Bragg
spacing of -69 A can be observed. A second-order
reflection corresponding to the same spacing is also
observed. This is illustrated in Fig. 5 B, that shows
integrated intensity functions I(r*) for vesicular disper-
sion samples at high and low [Mg+2]. The sharp peak in
the high [Mg+2] pattern arises from the presence of a
significant concentration of multilamellar ("onion-skin")
vesicles. This contrasts with what was found for lipid
vesicular dispersions at low [Mg+2] (-40 ,gM), where the
totality of the lipids are present in the form of unilamellar
vesicles, (or possibly swollen multilamellar vesicles with
large and/or irregular interbilayer water spaces), as
indicated by the shape of the integrated intensity func-
tion. The presence of multilamellar vesicles in the high
[Mg+2] samples could not be prevented by sonication for
brief periods of time (<3 min), whereas for the low
[Mg+2] samples, the lipids always formed unilamellar
vesicles, independently of whether the samples were
sonicated or not. As for the temperature dependence of
the low angle diffraction patterns, only slight changes
were observed.
Oriented multilayers of isolated SR lipids:
temperature and [Mg+2] dependence of
LPS at low water content
To study the temperature dependence of the LPS behav-
ior for multilayers of isolated SR lipids, samples were
partially dehydrated and equilibrated at a temperature
higher than the corresponding th value for LPS for the
intact SR membrane under similar conditions. Then, the
effect of temperature on the lamellar and equatorial
diffraction from these samples was studied after a proto-
col analogous to that used previously in the case of SR
membrane multilayers (3). A set of one-dimensional
intensity functions I(r*, z* = 0) obtained by angular
integration of background scattering-corrected equatorial
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FIGURE 6 One-dimensional intensity functions I(r*, z* = 0) obtained
from high angle, equatorial diffraction patterns arising from a partially
dehydrated multilayer of isolated SR lipids. See text for details.
diffraction patterns from a typical isolated lipid multi-
layer as a function of temperature is shown in Fig. 6. As
can be seen from the figure, the equatorial diffraction at
relatively high temperatures shows one symmetric, broad
peak, corresponding to a mean Bragg spacing of 1/4.5
A-'. At lower temperatures, an additional sharper peak,
corresponding to a mean Bragg spacing of 1/4.2 A-
appears. This is an indication of the presence of two-
dimensionally crystalline domains of frozen lipid chains
over the bilayer plane. For both high and low [Mg+2], the
sharper peak indicative of the presence of lateral phase
separated lipids first appears at a temperature of 6 ± I OC.
No significant difference in the value of th was found for
the two [Mg,2] studied.
We had previously found that the degree of lipid LPS
observed for SR membrane multilayers upon decreasing
the temperature below th was dependent on the [Mg+2]:
LPS was much more extensive at low [Mg+2] (2, 3).
Comparison of the patterns shown in Fig. 6 with those
obtained from intact SR membrane multilayers under
similar conditions, indicates that for the isolated lipid
samples, the extent of LPS shows no [Mg+2] dependence,
and is much larger than that observed for the intact SR
membrane samples under any of the conditions studied.
The lamellar diffraction patterns that correspond to the
equatorial patterns shown in Fig. 6 are not presented, but
they indicate that initially (before the onset of LPS), the
lipids in the multilayer form a single lamellar phase. The
first four reflections from this lamellar phase (with a
periodicity of -59 A) were recorded. Upon decreasing the
temperature below th, a second lamellar phase forms. This
new lamellar phase has a periodicity of -62 A. Our
observations concerning this phenomenon are presented
in more detail in the following section.
Oriented multilayers of isolated SR lipids:
LPS as a function of degree of hydration
at constant T < th
As indicated in the preceding sections, similarly to what
was observed for lipids in the intact SR membrane,
bilayers of isolated SR lipids only show LPS at relatively
low water contents. Samples with relatively high water
content (such as vesicular dispersions) show no LPS
under the temperature and [Mg+2] conditions examined.
To obtain more information about the behavior of the
isolated SR lipid bilayers, the dependence of their LPS
behavior on the degree of hydration was studied.
During partial dehydration of a sample of isolated
lipids, x-ray reflections from a single lamellar phase are
observed as soon as the sample has lost enough water for
the lipid vesicles to start to collapse and stack to form a
multilayer. Up to four reflections from this lamellar phase
were recorded. The first-order reflection is significantly
stronger than the higher-order ones, whose intensity
depends strongly on the water content in the sample.
In multilayers with relatively high water content the
second- , third-, and fourth-order reflections have compa-
rable intensities, but as the water content in the multi-
layer decreases, the second- and third-order reflections
become weaker. Much of what occurs in the multilayer is
reflected in the behavior of the strong first-order lamellar
reflection. This is illustrated in Fig. 7, which shows the
low angle region of the lamellar diffraction patterns
obtained from a multilayer of isolated SR lipids during
partial dehydration at - 3.50C (patterns a through f),
followed by reequilibration at 120C (patterns g and h,
other patterns collected during reequilibration to high
temperature are not shown). Initially, the first-order
lamellar reflection gains in intensity, and progressively
moves to higher angle (Fig. 7, a and b) as the sample
becomes better ordered and the lamellar periodicity
becomes smaller due to decreasing water content in the
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FIGURE 7 One-dimensional intensity functions I(z*) obtained from the
low angle lamellar diffraction patterns arising from an oriented multi-
layer of isolated SR lipids collected while the multilayer was partially
dehydrated at a constant temperature of - 3.50C (patterns a throughf ).
The diffraction patterns included more reflections at larger z*, but this
figure shows only the low angle portion of the collected patterns. After
the sample had reached its equilibrium state of partial dehydration, the
temperature was rapidly increased to 1 20C (patterns g and h). See text
and Fig. 8 for details.
sample. The lamellar spacing changes from -69 A (when
the reflection first appears), to a final value of -57 A.
Examination of the high angle (20 < 450) equatorial
diffraction patterns recorded during this time period
shows that the intensity of the water scattering on the
high angle side of the lipid chain diffraction peak (which
up to this point shows no evidence of LPS) progressively
decreases. After the water scattering peak has virtually
disappeared and the lamellar periodicity of the sample (as
judged by the z* position of the first-order lamellar
reflection in the lamellar diffraction patterns) has de-
creased to -57 A, the equatorial lipid chain diffraction
patterns show evidence of LPS (a sharp peak centered at
1/4.2 A- l appears on the high angle side of the original
broad peak centered at -1/4.5 A-'), and in the lamellar
diffraction patterns, two additional reflections can be
observed on the lamellar (meridional) axis. The use of an
x-ray beam that was point-focused on the detector, and
the low mosaic spread (good layer-layer orientation)
shown by the samples allow us to conclude that the new
reflections are indeed on the lamellar axis, and are not
projections of off-axis reflections coming from a nonlamel-
lar lipid phase (19). These two reflections correspond to
the first and fourth orders of a second lamellar phase, with
a periodicity of -62 A. In Fig. 7 (c through g), the
first-order reflection from this new lamellar phase can be
seen on the low angle side of the originally present
first-order lamellar reflection. The second- and third-
order reflections from this new lamellar phase were not
observed. The larger periodicity shown by the lamellar
phase that appears at relatively low water content (after
partial dehydration), the ratio of intensities of the lamel-
lar reflections from this phase (the first- and fourth-orders
are much stronger than the second- and third-orders), and
the changes observed in the equatorial lipid chain diffrac-
tion patterns, lead us to conclude that this new lamellar
phase consists of stacked domains of "frozen" lipid
chains. Coexistence of two lamellar phases in a biological
membrane system had been observed before: hypertonic
saline conditions, or exposure to dimethylsulfoxide cause
the appearance of a "contracted" lamellar phase in nerve
myelin samples (20, 21). As in all previous circumstances
(for both intact SR membranes and bilayers of isolated
SR lipids), increasing the temperature of the sample
rapidly reverses the lipid LPS, which in this case is
manifested by a sharp decrease of the intensity of the
reflections arising from the higher periodicity lamellar
phase, followed by their eventual disappearance, as well
as by the disappearance of the - 1/4.2 A-' reflection from
the equatorial lipid chain diffraction patterns. Both the
appearance and disappearance of the reflections arising
from the lamellar phase formed by the "frozen" lipid
chains is rather sudden. This can be better appreciated by
looking at Fig. 8, where the ratio of the intensity of the
first-order lamellar reflection arising from the "frozen"
chains to the intensity of the first-order lamellar reflection
coming from the melted chains as a function of time is
presented. The rapid reversibility of the observed phase
separation suggests that the two lamellar phases that are
present at low temperature and low water content may be
topologically connected.
DISCUSSION
In this section we will summarize our results concerning
the effect of temperature, [Mg+2], and degree of hydra-
tion on lipid lateral phase separation in the intact SR
membrane and in isolated SR lipid bilayers. We will also
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FIGURE 8 Ratio of the peak intensities of the two, first-order lamellar
reflections in the diffraction patterns shown in Fig. 7. The values are
plotted as the ratio of the intensity of the lower angle reflection to the
intensity of the higher angle reflection. See text for discussion.
discuss the significance of these results with regard to the
correlations between membrane lipid behavior and the
structure and functionality of the Ca'2ATPase.
LPS in the SR membrane and
isolated SR lipid bilayers: effect of
temperature, [Mg+2J, and degree of
hydration
Given the high protein concentration in the native SR
membrane (lipid/protein mole ratio -1 15/1) (22), it is
somewhat surprising that bilayers of lipids isolated from
the membrane show a LPS behavior that does not differ
significantly from their behavior in the intact membrane.
In general, the only significant difference that we found
between LPS behavior in the isolated lipid bilayers and in
the intact membrane is that LPS behavior in the isolated
lipid bilayers does not seem to be as sensitive to changes in
[Mg+2]. Under similar conditions, LPS is much more
extensive in isolated lipid bilayers, and no significant
dependence of either the extent of LPS or the value of th
on [Mg+2] is observed. In contrast, in the intact mem-
brane the extent of LPS increases and the value of th is
significantly higher at low [Mg+2] (3). From our results it
is not possible to establish the reason for the difference in
the LPS behavior of the membrane and the isolated lipid
bilayers. The asymmetry present in the lipid bilayer of the
native membrane (12, 22), that is no longer present in the
isolated lipid bilayer samples, could be responsible for the
difference in the behavior of the two systems. In addition,
in the case of the intact membrane, the [Mg+2] effect may
be modulated by either the Ca+2ATPase or characteris-
tics of the lipid-protein interface that are of course absent
in isolated lipid bilayers.
We found water concentration to be a very important
factor in the lipid LPS behavior of both the intact
membrane and bilayers of its isolated lipids. This is as
expected. For example, Luzzati and co-workers reported
as part of their extensive investigation of the phase
diagram of water-lipid phases that for many lipids, the
formation of ordered d-phases (with all trans-, frozen
lipid chains packed in a hexagonal lattice in the plane of
the bilayer) is only observed at low water contents (5).
For the SR membrane and isolated SR lipid bilayer
samples, we observed no LPS (in the range of tempera-
ture and [Mg+2] studied) under conditions where the
water content is relatively high (e.g., "wet" multilayers or
vesicular dispersions). Previous studies of LPS in the SR
membrane have, for the most part, failed to detect the
occurrence of extensive LPS in the system. Only a very
small amount of lateral phase separation was observed in
x-ray diffraction studies of SR and its isolated lipids by
Davis et. al. (23), presumably, due to high water content
in the samples utilized.
Results from our studies of the effect of [Mg+2] on the
profile structure of the SR membrane (3) have provided
evidence that indicates that water content may also play a
role in mediating this [Mg+2] effect. By comparing
electron density strip models of the SR membrane profile
at different [Mg+2] and equivalent "high" temperatures
above their respective [Mg,2]-dependent value of th, we
found that a decrease in [Mg+2] causes changes in the
structure of the membrane lipids even at temperatures
well above th. At low [Mg+2] (-100 AM), the separation
between lipid polar head groups across the membrane
profile is larger, and the position of the terminal methyl
groups of the lipid alkyl chains is much better defined.
These changes in lipid structure induced by decreasing
[Mg+2] are indicative of a progressive decrease in lipid
chain flexibility, and are analogous to the changes in-
duced in lipid bilayers, at temperatures above th, by
decreasing water content (6). At temperatures below th,
we observed that the dependence on [Mg+2] of LPS in the
SR membrane cannot be explained in terms of neutraliza-
tion of repulsive interactions between charged polar head
groups by metallic cations. Based on the results from
NMR studies of the effect of divalent cation concentra-
tion on the LPS behavior of lipid mixtures (24), we
suggested (3) that the degree of hydration of the phospho-
lipid polar head groups was affected by the concentration
of highly hydrated metal cations such as Mg+2, thereby
explaining the [MgI2] dependence of the LPS behavior
observed in the intact membrane at relatively low water
contents. These results lead us to believe that the effect of
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[Mg+2] on the structure of the SR membrane lipids is
mediated (at temperatures both above and below th) by
[Mg,2]-dependent changes in water activity.
Lipid-protein interactions:
correlations between lipid phase
behavior and structure and
functionality of the Ca+2ATPase
It is relevant to relate the results of this study to the
results of our earlier measurements of Ca+2ATPase
functionality, evaluated in terms of the kinetics of ATP-
induced Ca+2 uptake in vesicular dispersions and partially
dehydrated, oriented multilayers of SR vesicles (4, 3).
Our studies of the kinetics of Ca+2 uptake indicated that
the behavior of vesicular dispersions and multilayer
samples is in general very similar in regard to their
temperature dependence. One important difference, how-
ever, is the fact that, at the same temperature, the lifetime
of the first phosphorylated enzyme intermediate (E1 - P)
in the Ca 2 transport cycle of the Ca+2ATPase protein is
always significantly greater in multilayer samples than in
vesicular dispersions. In particular, for partially dehy-
drated multilayers, the lifetime of the E1 - P intermediate
was found to be significantly extended at temperatures
below the temperature corresponding to the [Mg+2]-
dependent th for LPS of the membrane lipids (2-4). Also,
the transient trapping of the Ca+2ATPase in the E1 - P
conformation is most effective in the case of multilayer
samples partially dehydrated at temperatures below th.
Because we found evidence of lipid LPS only at relatively
low water contents, it seems that the effects of water
content on lipid LPS behavior in the membrane and on
the lifetime (or transient trapping) of the E1 - P interme-
diate are correlated.
The preceeding observations support our conclusion
concerning the functional significance of the changes
induced in the Ca+2ATPase profile structure by LPS of
the membrane lipids (2, 3; see also Figs. 1 and 2 in this
paper). The pronounced, correlated hysterisis effects
observed as a function of temperature and water content
in LPS behavior, Ca+2ATPase structural changes, and
El - P lifetime, are indicative of the strong coupling
among these three phenomena. Such hysterisis effects
might be explained as follows. If an SR multilayer sample
(such as the ones that we have used for our Ca+2 uptake
and x-ray diffraction experiments) were partially dehy-
drated at temperatures above th and later equilibrated at a
temperature below th, the decrease in temperature would
cause LPS of the membrane lipids, but due to the
relatively low water content of the sample, the lipid chain
flexibility (6) and therefore presumably the lateral mobil-
ity (i.e., translational freedom in the membrane plane) of
the lipid molecules would be reduced. Hence, the degree
of LPS, and therefore the changes in the structure of the
Ca+2ATPase and the resulting increase in the lifetime of
the E1 - P conformation, would not be as extensive.
Conversely, if a multilayer were partially dehydrated at
temperatures below th, a significant fraction of the lipid
chains would "freeze" while the water content and lipid
lateral mobility were still relatively high. This would
produce a greater degree of LPS, and therefore, more
significant changes in the structure of the Ca 2ATPase
that would result in a greater extension of El - P lifetime.
We therefore believe that the structure of the mem-
brane lipids has a decisive influence on the Ca+2 transport
function of the Ca'2ATPase. Physico-chemical parame-
ters (such as temperature, [Mg+2], and water content)
that affect the Ca'2 transport function of the protein, also
have an effect on the structure of the membrane lipids
that is similar in all cases. A decrease in temperature,
[Mg+2], or water content (or any combination of the
above), will cause a reduction in the chain flexibility and
therefore presumably the intermolecular mobility of the
membrane lipids, and at the same time, will slow down the
kinetics of Ca+2 transport by the Ca 2ATPase. Whereas
there has been no previous report specifically concerning
the effects of LPS of the SR lipids on the functionality of
the Ca 2ATPase, other studies have found correlations
between ATPase activity and lipid chain flexibility (25-
27), between ATPase activity and lipid chain flexibility
and protein rotational mobilities (28, 29), and between
Ca+2 transport/ATPase activities and lipid bilayer thick-
ness (27-30), and phospholipid intra- and intermolecular
mobility (23). These studies on both isolated and reconsti-
tuted SR membrane systems have established the exis-
tence of relationships between the physical state of the
membrane lipids and the functionality of the Ca 2ATPase,
but in general have not demonstrated how such relation-
ships arise. It has been proposed, for example, that the
physical state of the lipids affects the functionality of the
protein through its effect on protein mobility (28, 29), but
the results reported have not been sufficient to establish
whether the physical state of the lipids is affecting the
rotational and thereby lateral mobility of the protein (and
therefore influencing hypothetical protein-protein interac-
tions proposed to be essential for protein function), or
whether it is affecting protein rotational motions related
to induced changes in the conformation (and therefore
function) of the protein.
Our studies of the SR membrane profile structure have
established the occurrence of large scale changes in the
profile structure of the Ca 2ATPase that seem to be
essential for the Ca+2 transport function of the protein.
These structural changes involve the redistribution of a
significant fraction of protein mass across the membrane
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profile (31-33). Namely, upon phosphorylation of the
Ca 2ATPase and formation of E1 - P, a net inward
movement of protein mass from the "headpiece" of the
protein, to the inner, nonpolar core of the membrane is
observed. Conversely, we have found that the structural
changes in the membrane profile caused by the same
physico-chemical parameters that induce LPS of the
membrane lipids and thereby slow the formation and
extend the lifetime of E1 - P comprise a net outward
movement of protein mass from the inner nonpolar core of
the membrane to the "headpiece" of the protein on the
extravesicular membrane surface (2, 3). These latter
structural changes are therefore opposite to those that we
have found to occur upon phosphorylation of the
Ca 2ATPase. In both cases, the mass movement is of
similar magnitude, and involves 10-15% of the total
protein mass of the Ca'2ATPase. The membrane lipids
can either respond and accommodate these changes in
protein structure (as for T> th, high [Mg+2] and/or high
water activity) or conversely, can hinder them (as for
T < th, low [Mg+2] and/or low water activity).
We therefore propose that the effect of the physical
state of the membrane lipids on the ATP-induced trans-
port of Ca+2 by the Ca+2ATPase, is due to changes in
phospholipid chain flexibility and lateral molecular mobil-
ity and thereby the capacity for lateral compressibility in
each monolayer of the membrane lipid bilayer. This
lateral compressibility allows for protein conformational
changes which are essential for transport and involve
redistribution of protein mass across the membrane pro-
file. This proposal is independent of the degree of partition-
ing of the Ca+2ATPase between the solid and fluid phases
for T < th and provides an explanation for the effects of
[Mg+2] and water activity for T > th. Fox, McConnell,
and co-workers used similar arguments to explain the
relation observed between breaks in Arrhenius plots for
sugar transport in Escherichia coli, and the characteristic
temperatures for the lateral phase separation observed for
the membrane lipids (34, 35).
CONCLUSION
The study of the effects of variations in physico-chemical
parameters on the structure and the functionality of a
biological system can help to establish the existence of
important structure-function correlations in the system.
We have characterized the lipid lateral phase separation
(LPS) behavior of SR membrane lipids in both the intact
membrane and in bilayers of isolated lipids as a function
of temperature, [Mg+2], and water content. The LPS
behavior in both systems is remarkably similar with
respect to its dependence on the parameters examined,
and is characteristic of order-disorder transitions for lipid
mixtures.
Results from our previous studies of the profile struc-
ture of the SR membrane and the kinetics of ATP-
induced Ca+2 uptake by the SR as a function of the same
physico-chemical parameters examined in this report
indicated the existence of a transition in the profile
structure of the Ca 2ATPase that occurs over a narrow
temperature range about th, the upper characteristic
temperature for LPS of the membrane lipids. According
to our results, this structural transition is responsible for
slowing the formation, and significantly extending the
lifetime of the first phosphorylated intermediate, E1 - P
in the Ca 2 transport cycle by the SR membrane (2-3).
Correlation of these previous findings with the results
presented in this report indicates that the LPS behavior
observed in the intact SR membrane is a result of the
intrinsic behavior of the membrane lipids, and is only
weakly influenced by the presence of the Ca+2ATPase.
Our results strongly suggest that the intrinsic behavior of
the membrane lipids is directly responsible for the large
scale structural changes in the Ca'2ATPase profile struc-
ture that significantly affect its Ca+2 transport function.
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